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What You Can Do

                Developing Your Baby’s Color Palette

Dear Parents,

Babies are born with a black and white color palette. Colors will 
wire as a baby experiences them in the outside world. Most 
babies show that they can distinguish the color red between the 
second and third month of life. Blue and green will follow within 
a couple of weeks. Yellow takes a little longer to emerge a month 
or two later. White becomes a color just after yellow. Black will 
not become a color, in and of itself, until around a baby’s first 
birthday. From this point through adolescence, fine variations in 
colors will be distinguished.

Newborn babies will stare at black and white toys and objects 
because these colors intensify what they are able to see. This 
does not mean you need to offer only these colors to babies. 
A baby’s brain is wiring for color and interaction with colors is 
required to do this. 

• Surround your baby with colors, especially primary   
 colors. Group the toys by color when playing with her.

• When you notice your baby staring at a specific color 
 (most likely red first), provide a few objects of this 
 color for her to look at.

• Expose your older infant to fine variations of colors, 
 such as blocks in several shades of blue or stuffed 
 animals in several shades of green. The more often a 
 baby is exposed to variations in hues the more color 
 discriminate she will become.

• Remember a baby is just developing the ability to 
 distinguish colors. She is not learning to name and 
 identify colors. This will come much later, usually at the 
 end of the second year but sometimes even later.

• Point out colors in books as you read to your baby. 

• Don’t overwhelm your baby with too many objects and too many colors at one 
 time. Offer a couple of items at a time.

• High contrast images are most appealing to your baby but keep it simple.  
 Less is more when it comes to little ones.
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